We consider the asymptotic normality in L 2 of kernel estimators of the long run covariance of stationary functional time series. Our results are established assuming a weakly dependent Bernoulli shift structure for the underlying observations, which contains most stationary functional time series models, under mild conditions. As a corollary, we obtain joint asymptotics for functional principal components computed from empirical long run covariance operators, showing that they have the favorable property of being asymptotically independent.
Introduction
In multivariate time series analysis, the matrix valued spectral density and the long run covariance matrix, which is 2π times the spectral density evaluated at frequency zero, are fundamental in a multitude of applications. For example, the long run covariance matrix must be estimated in most inference problems related to the mean of stationary finite dimensional time series, see e.g. Hannan (1970) , Xiao and Wu (2012) , , and Aue et al (2009) . Additionally, dynamic principal component analysis utilizes estimates of the long run covariance matrix as well as the spectral density to perform meaningful dimension reduction for time series data, see Brillinger (2001) . Multivariate techniques are difficult to apply, however, when the data is obtained by observing a continuous time phenomena at a high resolution or at irregularly spaced time points. A flexible alternative for studying such records is to break them at natural points, for example into daily or monthly segments, in order to form a series of curves. The field of functional time series analysis has grown considerably in recent years to provide methodology for such data; the main difference from traditional functional data analysis being that it accommodates for possible serial dependence. The long run covariance kernel, which is an analog of the long run covariance matrix, also plays a crucial role in this setting. We refer to Ferraty and Vieu (2006) for a review of methods in functional data analysis and Hörmann and Kokoszka (2012) for a survey on functional time series analysis. In order to formally define the objects introduced above, let {X i (t)} ∞ i=−∞ , t ∈ [0, 1], be a stationary functional time series. The bivariate function C(t, s) = ∞ ℓ=−∞ γ ℓ (t, s), where γ ℓ (t, s) = cov(X 0 (t), X ℓ (s)), is called the long run covariance kernel, and is a well defined element of L 2 ([0, 1] 2 , R), assuming mild weak dependence conditions. C(t, s) arises primarily as the asymptotic covariance of the sample mean function. Via right integration, C(t, s) also defines a positive definite operator on L 2 ([0, 1], R) whose eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, or principal components, are the focus of a number of dimension reduction and inference techniques with dependent functional data. Due to its representation as a bi-infinite sum, C(t, s) is naturally estimated with a kernel lag-window estimator of the form (X j (t) −X N (t))(X j+i (s) −X N (t)), i < 0.
We use the standard convention thatγ i (t, s) = 0 when i ≥ N. The estimator in (1.1) was introduced in , where it is shown to be consistent under mild conditions, and its applications are developed in Horváth et al (2014) and Jirak (2013) in the context of inference for the mean and stationarity testing with functional time series. develops an analog of dynamic principal component analysis based on the spectral density operator of functional time series, which is directly related to the long run covariance operator. It is a classical result that kernel lag-window estimators of the spectral density of univariate and multivariate time series are, when suitably standardized, asymptotically normal, see Rosenblatt (1991) . The definition of the spectral density operator of a stationary functional time series and its asymptotic normality were first established in the work of Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013) . In order to obtain their results, functional analogs of classical cummulant summability and mixing conditions are assumed. As noted in Shao and Wu (2007) , cummulant conditions are exceedingly difficult to check, even with scalar time series, and mixing conditions, although classically popular, exhibit some unattractive pathologies. For example, the autoregressive one processes with independent and identically distributed errors that take the value 1 and -1 with equal probabilities are not mixing. On top of this, in several theaters of application non linear time series models are of interest, and in this case it is unknown whether such conditions are satisfied in the infinite dimensional setting.
In this paper we establish the asymptotic normality ofĈ N (t, s) in L 2 ([0, 1] 2 , R) for a broad class of stationary functional time series processes. In particular, we consider the case of L 2 ([0, 1], R) valued random functions exhibiting an L p − m approximable Bernoulli shift structure, which extends the results of Shao and Wu (2007) and Liu and Wu (2010) to the infinite dimensional setting. Doing so greatly generalizes the class of functional time series processes for which a normal approximation forĈ N can be achieved. An immediate corollary of this result is the limit distribution of the empirical eigenvalues and eigenfunctions computed fromĈ N , which play a fundamental role in principal component analysis with dependent data. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state our assumptions and the main result of the paper. The section concludes with an application of our results to determining the optimal bandwidth parameter. Section 3 contains the application to the limit distribution of the empirical eigenvalues and eigenfunctions computed fromĈ N . The proofs of the main results of the paper are contained in Section 4, which is broken into several subsections that each illuminate the main techniques behind the proof. . Throughout this paper we assume that X = {X i } ∞ i=−∞ forms a sequence of Bernoulli shifts, i.e. X j = g(ǫ j , ǫ j−1 , ...) (2.1) for some measurable function g : S ∞ → L 2 and iid random variables ǫ j , − ∞ < j < ∞, with values in a measurable space S,
Assumptions and main results

Let
and {X n } ∞ n=−∞ can be approximated by the m-dependent sequences (2.4)
where w(t) > 0 is regularly varying at zero, and w(t)/t 1/3 → 0 as t → 0.
Nearly all stationary time series models based on independent innovations satisfy condition (2.1), including linear processes in function spaces, and the functional ARCH and GARCH processes, see Bosq (2000) and . Condition (2.4) specifies the level of dependence that is allowed within the sequence in terms of how well it can be approximated in the L 2 sense by finite dependent processes, and thus defines a version of L p -m-approximability for functional time series, see Hörmann and Kokoszka (2010 (2013)). We assume that the kernel K in the definition ofĈ N satisfies the following standard conditions: Lastly we take the window (or smoothing parameter) h to satisfy that
The main result of our paper establishes the asymptotic limit distribution of
hold, where δ is defined by (2.3), then one can define a sequence of Gaussian processes Γ N (t, s) defined on the same probability space, and satisfying EΓ N (t, s) = 0, Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013) , the asymptotic theory of more general objects that they refer to as the spectral density kernels; they are defined by
where i is the imaginary unit. For a fixed ω, f ω is estimated analogously to the long run covariance kernel byf
In this paper we only consider the asymptotics of 2πf 0 (t, s), but we could extend our results to the case of the joint asymptotics off ω over ω as in Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013) . This would require working with the fourier transform component of the definition and follows along the lines of the univariate case as demonstrated in Brillinger (2001) . The difficult and novel part of this theory is in establishing a Gaussian approximation for the function space component of the spectral density, and this is captured by the long run covariance kernel.
Bias, bandwidth selection, and positive definiteness
In order to infer from this the limit behavior ofĈ N − C, we must also consider the bias. Following Parzen (1957), we assume that there exists a q > 0 such that 0 < lim
and there exists a q ′ > q such that
The asymptotic bias is given by h −q F(t, s), where 
We note that if the unbiased estimators Nγ i,N (t, s)/(N − i) are used in the definition of C N , then Theorem 2.3 remains true without assuming h q /N → 0.
The minimization of the asymptotic mean squared error provides a popular choice for h in case of univariate data (cf. Parzen (1957) and Andrews (1991) ). In our case the "optimal" h minimizes E Ĉ N − C 2 . Our results show that
we get that the minimum of the asymptotic value of the mean squared error in (2.15) is reached at
The constant c 0 is a complicated function of the unknown correlations γ ℓ (t, s) and the long run covariance function C(t, s). Replacing the unknown functions γ ℓ (t, s) and C(t, s) with their empirical counterparts, we get a plug in estimate for c 0 . A data driven estimator is discussed in Horváth et al (2014) for the "flat top" kernel, i.e. when q = ∞. According to (2.15) and since h tends to infinity with N, the asymptotic integrated mean squared error is minimized by using a kernel K for which q may be taken to be as large as possible. This encourages the use of a kernel function that is smooth or "flat" near the origin, but for arbitrary kernelsĈ need not be positive definite. Several methods have been proposed to address related issues in the finite dimensional setting, see Politis (2011); they typically involve either sacrificing possible improvements in the bias by using a kernel that makes the estimator positive definite from the outset, like the Bartlett kernel, or using a higher order kernel and then altering the estimator to be positive definite by removing the negative eigenvalues from the diagonalization of the operator. These methods could be adapted to the functional setting, and the authors plan on studying such techniques in future work.
Application to the limit distribution of functional principal components
A technique to reduce the dimension of functional data that has received considerable attention, both in applications and theoretical investigations, is principal component analysis (PCA); we refer to Ramsey and Silverman (2005) and Horváth and Kokoszka (2012) for reviews of the subject. Typically the principal components used are computed as the eigenfunctions of the sample covariance function
Due to their important role in PCA, the difference between the empirical and theoretical eigenvalues and eigenfunctions have been investigated by several authors. Kokoszka and Horváth (2012, pp. 31-35) contains inequalities for the accuracy of the replacement of the theoretical PCA's with their empirical counterparts. The asymptotic normality of the deviation between the empirical and theoretical eigenvalues and eigenfunctions was proven by Dauxois et al (1982) , Bosq (2000) and Hall and Hosseini-Nasab (2007) assuming that the X i 's are independent and identically distributed. In great generality, Mas and Menneteau (2003) show that the asymptotic properties of the empirical eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are automatically inherited from the asymptotic properties of their corresponding operators. Kokoszka and Reimherr (2012) investigated the asymptotic properties of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions ofĈ s N when the observations are from a stationary functional time series.
In case of inference with dependent functional data it may be preferable to use the theoretical principal components {v i } i≥1 defined by the the long run covariance operator,
where we have used λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0 to denote the ordered eigenvalues. These define an example of dynamic functional principal components as defined in Hormann et al (2014) . The theoretical eigenvalues and eigenfunctions defined in (3.1) can be estimated from a sample by the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the empirical long run covariance functionλ
It was shown in Horváth et al (2012) that if for some p ≥ 1,
then the estimators defined in (3.2) are asymptotically consistent in the sense that
, and max
We show that Theorems 2.1-2.3 imply the limit distributions of (N/h) 
and
where N ℓ,k are independent standard normal random variables.
If a = 0, then Theorem 3.1 implies that the empirical eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are asymptotically consistent with rate (h/N) 1/2 . Theorem 3.1 also shows that (N/h) 1/2 (λ ℓ − λ ℓ ) are asymptotically independent and normally distributed, and that, on top of being orthogonal functions, (N/h) 1/2 (ŝ ℓvk − v k ) 1 ≤ k ≤ p are stochastically independent and Gaussian. This result is along the lines of the asymptotic independence and normality of the suitably normed and centered empirical eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the empirical covariance function of independent and identically distributed functional observations. The main difference is the norming; we use (N/h) 1/2 in the case of the kernel estimator for the long run covariance function instead of the N 1/2 rate in the case of the sample covariance. Since (N/h) 1/2 ŝ ℓvℓ − v ℓ 2 , 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ p are asymptotically independent, assuming that a = 0, Theorem 3.1 yields
This is the analogue of the result of Dauxois et al (1982) to the functional time series case.
Proofs of Theorems 2.1-3.1
The proofs of the main results of the paper, Theorems 2.1 and Theorems 2.2, are carried out in three primary steps. Firstly, we show that the process Z N can be well approximated by an analogous process Z N,m that is constructed using m-dependent random functions with the aid of (2.4) in Subsection 4.1. Once we have achieved this approximation, we obtain a lower dimensional approximation Z d N,m based on d dimensional random functions via a projection technique in Subsection 4.2. It is then straightforward to create a gaussian approximation for this process (Subsection 4.3), and we may then retrace our steps with the gaussian process by letting d and m tend to infinity (Subsection 4.4).
We then obtain as a simple corollary the asymptotic distributions of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions in Subsection 4.5.
Approximation with m-dependent sequences
To simplify notation, we assume throughout the proofs that c = 1 in (2.6) and (2.7). First we show that replacing the sample meanX N (t) with EX 0 (t) in the definition ofγ i does not effect the limit distribution of Z 2 N . It is clear that we can assume without loss of generality that
We prove in the following lemma that Z N andZ N have the same limit distribution,
Proof. It is easy to see that
Berkes et al (2013) showed that under (2.1)-(2.4) 5) and therefore by (2.6) and (2.7)
On account of EX 0 (t)X i,i (s) = 0, by (2.4) we have that
and therefore we obtain immediately that
where we used again (2.6) and (2.7). Thus we get by (4.5) that
Similar arguments provide the same upper bounds for the other terms in (4.4) which implies that (N/h) 
where
Also, as m → ∞,
10)
Proof. By definition we have
Due to the fact that
Clearly,
and therefore by (2.4) and stationarity we conclude
as m → ∞, completing the proof of (4.7). Similar arguments give (4.8).
To prove (4.9) we first define
For all ℓ > m we have that EX 0 (t)X ℓ,m (s) = 0 and therefore by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
where r 1,m,1 = {ℓ > m, |j| ≤ m}. On the set r 1,m,2 = {ℓ < −m, |j| ≤ m} we write by the independence of X 0,ℓ and X ℓ,m that
It follows similarly that Observing that
the proof of (4.9) is complete. The proof of (4.10) goes along the lines of (4.9). 
Proof. By a simple calculation
and hence (4.11) follows from Lemma 4.2 and (4.12)-(4.14). We recall a ℓ (t, s) = EX 0 (t)X ℓ (s) and let
As the first step in the proof of (4.12) we show that ψ ℓ,r,r+g (t, s)dtds
where the right hand side contains eight terms corresponding to the combinations of the indices ℓ, g and r taking either nonnegative or negative values. Due to stationarity, we only consider the first term. In the summation of ψ ℓ,r,r+g , we consider three cases: ℓ is less than r, ℓ is between r and r + g, or ℓ is larger than r + g.
ψ ℓ,r,r+g (t, s)dtds , and
Using the definition of ψ ℓ,r,r+g we write where, we recall from (2.4),
Combining (4.18) with the definition of R 1 we conclude
Similarly,
Let 1 ≤ ξ = ξ(N) ≤ h be a sequence of real numbers which will be defined below. We write
It follows from (A.9) of Horváth and Rice (2014) that there is a constant A 1 , depending only on the distribution of X 0 such that for all (ℓ, g, r) ∈ R 1,1
Thus we get that
To obtain an upper bound when the summation is over R 1,2 we write
Thus we have
It follows from the definitions of R 1,2,3 and R 1,2 that R 1,2,3 ⊆ {0 ≤ ℓ, g ≤ ξ, 0 ≤ r ≤ 2ξ}, so we have with some constant A 3 that
Similar but somewhat easier arguments show With minor modifications of the arguments above one can verify that the remaining seven terms in (4.16) also tend to 0, as N → ∞. Now we show that (4.15) implies (4.12). By a simple calculation using (2.1) and (4.2) we get
Notice that the summand in the last formula depends only on the difference j − i. Let ϕ N (r, ℓ, g) denote the cardinality of the set {(i, j) :
) is the number of pairs of indices i, j in the sum so that
we can write
It follows that
where 
We start with q 2,N . Let ε > 0. By a change of variables we have
then we have
where Θ N,M = {u, v : |u|, |v| ≤ h + N − 1, max(|u|, |v|) ≥ M}. By assumption (2.6), the number of terms in r such that b 1 (u, v, N) ≤ r ≤ b 2 (u, v, N) and K((u − r)/h)K((v − r)/h) = 0 cannot exceed 2h for any u, v. Since |φ N | ≤ 1, we conclude
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields
by taking M sufficiently large. We recall that
hold, then |r| ≤ M + h and hence for such u, v and r we also have |ϕ(r, r−v, u−r)−N| ≤ 2|r+r−v+u−r| ≤ 2(|r|+|u|+|v|) ≤ 2(h+3M), resulting in that |φ N (r, r − v, u − r) − 1| ≤ 2(3M + h)/N. Using (2.8), one can establish along the lines of the proof of (4.35)
for all large enough N. By (2.7) and (2.8), for any η > 0 we have
when N is sufficiently large. Since we can take η > 0 as small as we wish, it holds for all large enough N that 1 h |u|,|v|≤M
Clearly, according to the definition of a Riemann integral
Using the definition of C(t, s) one can easily see via the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that
as M → ∞. Thus we get that for all N and M sufficiently large 
Observing that
as M → ∞, minor modifications of the proof of (4.39) yield
Finally, by (4.15)
ψ ℓ,r,r+g (t, s)dtds → 0, (4.41) as N → ∞. The result in (4.12) now follows from (4.39)-(4.41). Clearly, (4.13) is a special case of (4.12). Let
ℓ,m (t, s) = EX 0,m (t)X ℓ (s) and a 
Also,
Following the proof of (4.41) one can show that (4.42) implies
as N → ∞. Along the lines of (4.39) and (4.40) we get that
completing the proof of (4.14).
Approximations with finite dimensional processes
Based on the result in Section 4.1, we now assume that 
, p − r ≤ m} and the last set has no more than 6(m + 1) 3 elements. Hence
since only finitely many terms are different from zero in the sum. The other subsets of D can be handled similarly so the details are omitted. 
where L is defined in (2.10).
Proof. Following the proof of Lemma 4.3 we write
andφ N (r, ℓ, g) is defined an (4.31). If we write
then by the triangle inequality we get
Clearly, 
are defined in (4.32) and (4.33), respectively. Define
Since |φ N (r, r − v, u − r) − 1| ≤ 2(3m + h)/N for all 1 ≤ r ≤ N and |u|, |v| ≤ m we conclude by Fubini's theorem that as N → ∞,
Using (2.7) one can find a constant η such that
and therefore
By (4.46) and (4.47) we obtain that
It follows from the definitions of
Finally,
as N → ∞, since K is Riemann integrable. This also concludes the proof of
Similar arguments yield
completing the proof of Lemma 4.5.
. By the Karhunen-Loéve expansion we can write
and correspondinglyZ
It follows from the Karhunen-Loéve theorem that
Lemma 4.6. If (4.43) and (4.44) are satisfied, then we have that
Proof. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and stationarity we have
and similarly
Hence by elementary calculations we conclude from these inequalities
with some constant A. Thus we get as
On account of (4.48), the result in (4.49) follows from (4.12), (4.50), (4.51) and (4.54)-(4.57). Lemma 4.5 implies (4.50). The proof of (4.51) goes along the lines of (4.14) but it is much simpler since (4.15) always satisfied for m-dependent random functions. Hence the details are omitted.
Normal approximation in case of finite dimensional m-dependent processes
Based on the result in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we can and will assume in this section that
First we show that the difference between Z * 
Proof. Let
Then according to the definitions ofZ N and Z * N we have
Using the m-dependence of the X i 's, one can verify along the lines of the arguments used in Lemma 4.3 that the right side of (4.60) is O(h 2 ). Thus the result follows from (2.8) via Markov's inequality.
Using (4.59) we have
where ξ r,j = X j , φ r .
In order to show that (N/h) 1/2 Z * N (t, s) can be approximated with a Gaussian process, we begin by establishing that the d 2 -dimensional vector 61) where N d 2 is a d 2 -dimensional normal random vector. By the Cramér-Wold device it is sufficient to show that
for any constants β r,p , 1 ≤ r, p ≤ d, where N denotes a normal random variable. By the definition of ξ i,j ,
Therefore (4.62) follows if we prove that for any
The proof of (4.63) is based on a blocking argument. We write
and M > h is a numerical sequence. It follows from assumption (4.58) that R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R Q are independent and identically distributed random variables with zero mean. Similarly,
. . , D Q are independent and identically distributed random variables with zero mean.
The following elementary lemma will be useful to get sharp upper bounds for the moments of the blocks.
is an m-dependent sequence of random variables. Then for all ℓ ≥ 0, the sequence of random vectors
can be organized into at most 3(m + 1)
2 collections each containing independent random vectors.
is m+ℓ-dependent, it can be organized into m+ℓ+1 subsets, each containing independent random variables using standard arguments (see, for example, Lemma 2.4 of Berkes et al (2012)). Hence the result is proven for ℓ ≤ 2m+1. From now on we assume that ℓ > 2m + 1. Let j * = max{j : j < (ℓ − m)/(m + 1)}, k * = min{k : k > (m + ℓ)/((m + 1)j * )}, and v * = ((k * + 1)j * + 1)(m + 1). Define the set
Consider two arbitrary elements of G i,k (p), X r = (Y pv * +(kj * +r)(m+1)+i , Y pv * +(kj * +r)(m+1)+i+ℓ ) and X t = (Y pv * +(kj * +t)(m+1)+i , Y pv * +(kj * +t)(m+1)+i+ℓ ), where, without loss of generality, 0 ≤ r < t ≤ j * . Clearly, Y pv * +(kj * +r)(m+1)+i is independent of Y pv * +(kj * +t)(m+1)+i and Y pv * +(kj * +t)(m+1)+i+ℓ , since r < t. Also, Y pv * +(kj * +r)(m+1)+i+ℓ ) is independent of Y pv * +(kj * +t)(m+1)+i+ℓ ) due to r < t. Using the definition of j * , we have
Hence Y pv * +(kj * +r)(m+1)+i+ℓ and Y pv * +(kj * +t)(m+1)+i are independent, establishing the independence of X r and X t . It follows along these lines that the vectors in G i,k (p) are mutually independent. Due to the definition of j * , G i,k (p) is comprised of j * + 1 independent random variables. Further, according to the definition of v * , G i,k (p) and G i,k (p ′ ) are independent for all integers p = p ′ . By the definitions of k * and j * we have that
It follows that the union of the at most (3m
where L is defined in (2.10),
and ED 
Using Lemma 4.8 we can write 
with some constant c 0 , completing the proof of (4.65). 
Proof. Under assumption (2.9) one can find a sequence M such that M/h → ∞ and h(M/N) δ/(4+δ) → 0 and therefore using (4.66) of Lemma 4.9 and the independence of the D i 's we obtain that
Using now (4.64) and (4.65) we conclude 
Proof. As we argued at the beginning of this section, Lemma 4.10 yields that (4.61) holds with
By the Skorokhod-Dudley-Wichura representation (cf. Shorack and Wellner (1986) , p. 47) we can define N (N ) Next we show if (2.12) is satisfied then the conclusion of Lemma 4.11 holds assuming only (2.8) instead of the much stronger restriction (2.9) on h. where {N (r, p), 1 ≤ r, p < ∞} is Gaussian with zero mean and
Hence we can define Gaussian processes Γ 
The representation of the limit in Theorem 3.1 follows from (4.71) and the definitions of g ℓ,N and G ℓ,N (t).
